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GOALS for every level of the game.
From the back garden to the professional clubs, 
Samba has been the goal of choice for anyone who 
recognises quality and value. All our goals have been 
designed and manufactured to the highest standards. 
Using our superb quick assembly designs, our 
portable uPVC goals are designed to go from car 
boot to fully assembled, in a matter of minutes.
From grassroots to International level, the Samba 
insignia can be seen everywhere from school teams 
to local clubs, to semi-professional leagues – the high 
specification and standard of the goals also mean they 
are suitable for FA matches.
This year, several new additions have made their way 
onto an already impressive team sheet:
The stats are impressive:
• To date we have supplied over 1,000,000 goals 
worldwide.
• Over 60 types of goals supplied, including:
FA standard Match Goals, Trainer Goals, Futsal Goals, 

Soccer Goals / Rugby Goals, Gaelic / Hurling Goals, 
Aluminium Folding Goals, PlayFast Goals, Pop-Ups, 
Hockey, Handball and Conversion Kits.

• All goals can be used on any surface.

• High impact uPVC and aluminum means our goals 
are strong, lightweight and portable.

• Samba goals are sold into 20 countries around the 
world.

• Full supply of accessories - nets, ground anchors, 
clips and pegs.

• Made in the UK.

• All our goals are independently tested every three 
years to comply with relevant standards.

• To comply with FA requirements Samba Sports carries 
the latest ISO accreditation (ISO9001:2015) and £5 
million for both public and product liability insurance. This 
enables the company to comply with FA requirements 
and also enables them to sell into the education sector 
and professional football clubs.

Extended run-back, roof to the net and ground 
anchor positions clearly marked on the tubing

Fully portable

Free standing

Highly flexible

Use on any surface

Virtually maintenance free

Fit in an average sized family car

High impact uPVC

Light and easy to assemble

SAMBA MATCH GOALS features:

1. Plastic quick clips, easy to fit, easy to remove.

2. Extended run back, which is 80% of the height.

3. Roof to the net to give a box shape look.

4. Locking system throughout the whole of the frame.

5. Tension bars inserted directly into the corner joint for
    added strength.

6. Ground anchor positions clearly marked on the tubing
    for added stability.
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ALL SPARE PARTS & NETS are available for all 
Samba goals. Contact us for more information
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• A precise locking system throughout the goal adds strength to the 
frame, this goal will easily tolerate shots from an adult.
• Constructed using high-impact shatterproof uPVC material with 
robust corners and connectors. We manufacture all components in our 
UK factory, to ensure the highest quality standards are maintained.
• Extra heavy-duty net, 2.5mm twine thickness with 100mm x 100mm 
squares. This net meets the new head entrapment safety guidelines.
• Quality assured and independently tested to a European standard - 
EN61579
• Leave this goal assembled all year round, in all weathers. Absolutely 
no maintenance required.
• Supplied with original Samba quickclips (manufactured in the UK). 
These clips are very efficient when securing the net on or off, even in 
cold climates.
• Use the ‘anchor here’ print to help position your anchors; once 
anchored down, the sturdy metal ground anchors will keep the goal 
rigid even with the strongest of shots. The metal anchors measure 
8mm diameter and 10” long.  
• Assemble your Samba goal by following our simple step by step 
instructions. 
With the purchase of a match goal, you will receive a 1 year no quibble 
guarantee and a full service back up. All spare parts are available.
Goal includes:
• Net
• Net clips
• Carry Bag (with 16 x 7, 12 x 6, 3m x 2m)
• Metal ground anchors
• Locking system

• A precise locking system throughout the goal adds strength to the 
frame, this goal will easily tolerate shots from an adult.
• Constructed using high impact shatterproof uPVC material with robust 
corners and connectors. We manufacture all components in our UK 
factory, to ensure the highest quality standards are maintained.
• Extra heavy-duty net, 2.5mm twine thickness with 100mm x 100mm 
squares. This net meets the new head entrapment safety guidelines.
• Quality assured, this goal is independently tested to a European 
standard - EN71.
• Leave this goal assembled all year round, in all weathers. Absolutely 
no maintenance required.
• Supplied with original Samba quickclips (manufactured in the UK). 
These clips are very efficient when securing the net on or off, even in 
cold climates.
• This goal will not move once anchored down, the sturdy metal ground 
anchors will keep the goal rigid even with the strongest of shots. The 
metal anchors measure 6mm diameter and 8” long.  
• Assemble your Samba goal by following our simple step by step 
instructions. 
With the purchase of this goal, you will receive a 1 year no quibble 
guarantee and a full service back up. All spare parts are available.
Goal includes:
• Net
• Net clips
• Metal ground anchors
• Locking system
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THE BEST uPVC GOAL
on the market?

Just what makes

SAMBA MATCH GOALS SAMBA TRAINER GOALS

As a company, when you have sold over 1 MILLION 
GOALS into the global market, you can rightly claim 
to be true specialists. We have been designing 
and manufacturing high-quality goals for over 25 
years, pioneering simple and speedy assembly, the 
perfect locking mechanism, and a level of durability 
and performance other suppliers simply cannot 
match. Our GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENCE in our 
products, therefore, means what it says. 
With over 60 variants of uPVC and aluminium goals, 
serving every level from grassroots to professional 
clubs and all points between, the Samba range is the 
first choice for anyone wanting maximum performance 
and true value for money.
The SAMBA brand is synonymous with quality and 
performance, not just with the UK’s leading goal range, 
but with a whole host of football-related products from 
balls to bibs, medical kits to training aids. The new 
Samba 2022/23 catalogue features something for every 
level of player and club, for the back garden or the 
professional stadium.
Our professional club connections ensure that we are 
always on the leading edge of what players need to 

improve their game. With over 25 years of experience, 
we are also keen to make sure our manufacturing 
excellence translates into value for money for our 
customers. Our products are made to last and designed 
to perform under the most difficult climate extremes.
The range of products displayed in this brochure 
includes the UK’s finest range of easy to assemble 
uPVC and aluminium goals, a quality ball range, training 
aids, medical kits, bibs, and a host of accessories 
including fold-away seating, corner posts and flags...in 
fact just about everything you or your team could need 
to improve your game.
So, if you want to perform at the highest level, you 
want Samba products to bring out your best. Samba 
Science will bring out the natural talent of a player by 
providing them with the very best equipment, combined 
with the ultimate training routines, then practice, 
practice, practice. This ethos is exactly what Samba 
Sports is based on, and the science of sport is a part of 
everything we do. The design and manufacture of the 
Samba range is backed by people with real experience 
who care about the customers we supply to and the 
reputation of our brand.

Scan our QR code
for video instructions

Scan our QR code
for video instructions
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SAMBA MATCH GOAL 8’ x 4’. Product code: G04MATCH
Size: 8ft wide x 4ft high x 3ft 4” deep. Weight: 11kg.
No bag supplied.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 2.5m x 1.5m. Product code: G6020
Size: 2.5m wide x 1.5m high x 1.27m deep. Weight: 12kg.
No bag supplied.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 5’ x 4’. Product code: G05MATCH
Size: 5ft wide x 4ft high x 3ft 2” deep. Weight: 9kg.
No bag supplied.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 3m x 2m. Product code: G11MATCH
Size: 3m wide x 2m high x 1.52m deep. Weight: 16kg.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 2m x 1m. Product code: G6010
Size: 2m wide x 1m x 1.05m deep. Weight: 10kg.
No bag supplied.

SAMBA MATCH GOALS

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 16’ x 7’. Product code: G01MATCH
Size: 16ft wide x 7ft high x 6ft deep. Weight: 22kg.
FA RECOMMENDED SIZE FOR 9v9 SOCCER.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 12’ x 6’. Product code: G03MATCH
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high x 5ft deep. Weight: 20kg.
FA RECOMMENDED SIZE FOR 7v7 MINI SOCCER.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 12’ x 4’. Product code: G08MATCH
Size: 12ft wide x 4ft high x 3ft 4” deep. Weight: 12kg.
No bag supplied.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 8’ x 6’. Product code: G14MATCH
Size: 8ft wide x 6ft high x 5ft deep. Weight: 15kg.
No bag supplied.

12’ x 6’

2.5m x 1.5m

16’ x 7’ 5’ x 4’8’ x 4’

Samba ULTIMATE Match Goal

• Bespoke design
• Tested to EN 16579
• Meets all FA Requirements
• Fitted with 100mm x 100mm, 2.5mm heavy duty   
   twine net
• Can be used on all 3G and 4G surfaces
• Incorporates the unique Samba Locking System for  
   extra strength
• Can be left out in all weather conditions

This 12’ x 6’ Mini Soccer Goal has been 
designed and developed to have the strongest 
uPVC goal construction on the market. The 
goal has double side supports which adds 
extra strength across the frame, allowing the 
goal to be left out throughout the year.
Made from highly durable 68mm tubing, 
resulting in a sturdier goal frame.

SAMBA ULTIMATE GOAL 12’ x 6’. Product code: G03U
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high x 5ft deep. Weight: 20kg.
FA RECOMMENDED SIZE FOR 7v7 MINI SOCCER.

Scan our QR code
for video instructions

 BEST
SELLER
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SAMBA TRAINER GOALS

SAMBA TRAINER GOALS
Perfect for practicing football skills, whether 
it’s in the back garden, park or beach. These 
goals will stand up to the test. All trainer goals 
are supplied with a fully interlocking frame.
Includes: One Goal, Locking System, Net, Net 
Clips, Ground Anchors.

SAMBA 16’ X 7’ TRAINER GOAL. Product code: G01C
Size: 16ft wide x 7ft high x 4ft 4”deep. Weight: 20kg.
Includes Carry Bag.

SAMBA 12’ X 6’ TRAINER GOAL. Product code: G03B
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high x 4ft 2” deep. Weight: 16kg.

SAMBA 3 IN 1 GOAL. Product code: G51
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high x 4ft 4” deep goal OR 3 - 4ft wide x 2ft 
high goals. Weight: 12’ x 6’ goal = 16kg. 4’ x 2’ goal = 6kg.
Includes wheeliebag.

SAMBA 8’ X 6’ TRAINER GOAL. Product code: G14B
8ft wide x 6ft high x 4’ deep. Weight: 12kg

SAMBA 8’ X 4’ TRAINER GOAL. Product code: G04B
Size: 8ft wide x 4ft high x 4ft 2” deep. Weight: 11kg.

SAMBA 10’ X 6’ HOCKEY GOAL. Product code: G13
Size: 10ft wide x 6ft high x 4ft 2” deep.
Weight: 15kg.
Includes carry bag.

SAMBA MINI HANDBALL GOAL. 7’ 10” x 5’ 3”
Product code: G16
Size: 7ft 10” wide x 1m x 1.05m deep. Weight: 10kg.
Includes carry bag.

SAMBA 6’ X 4’ TRAINER GOAL. Product code: G09B
Size: 6ft wide x 4ft high x 3ft 2” deep. Weight: 10kg.
Also available in black uPVC material.
Product code: G09J

SAMBA TARGET GOAL 4’ X 2’. Product code: G06
Size: 4ft wide x 2ft high x 2ft 2” deep. Weight: 6kg.

8’ x 6’

6’ x 4’ 12’ x 6’8’ x 4’

SAMBA
TRAINING GOALS
Practice makes
perfect

4’ x 2’

  BEST SELLER
GARDEN GOAL

  BEST SELLER
GARDEN GOAL

Scan our QR code
for video instructions
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SAMBA FOLD-A-GOAL

Manufactured in the UK, the Samba FOLD-A-GOAL is a 
brand-new concept from Samba Sports. It is completely 
maintenance free so can be left outside in all conditions 
(a must for the British climate) but, most importantly, 
features a new system that enables the goal to be 
folded away and then re-assembled quickly and easily 
without tools. So, whether your next match is one pitch 
over or in a totally different town, there’ll be no jumpers 
as goalposts required.
The Samba FOLD-A-GOAL can make 4 multi sizes -

12 x 6, 12 x 4, 8 x 6 and 8 x 4. Every FOLD-A-GOAL 
is made from 68mm (diameter) tubing, plus 100mm x 
100mm net profile to meet the new head entrapment 
requirement. One net fits all goal sizes. FA-approved 
2.5mm cord, and reinforced corners at the connecting 
joints.
All Samba FOLD-A-GOALS come complete with a 12 
month-guarantee (including expected wear and tear).
Two sizes available - 12 x 6 multi-goal and 6 x 4.

FOLD-A-GOAL - Foldable, portable, 
easy to assemble, simple to store
MAKES 4 GOALS
12 X 6, 12 X 4, 8 X 6 AND 8 X 4

12’ x 4’ 8’ x 6’ 8’ x 4’

SAMBA FOLD-A-GOAL 6’ x 4’. Product code: G09FOLD
Size: 6ft wide x 4ft high x 3’2’’ deep.

SAMBA FOLD-A-GOAL 
12’ X 6’
Product code: G03FOLD1

 6’ x 4’

The Samba FOLD-A-GOAL offers a home 
from home experience when it comes to 
the standard and specification of the goal 
and net. 

Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high x 4’2’’ deep

AVAILABLE IN
2 SIZES

 BEST
SELLER
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SAMBA SPEED GOALS

SPEED GOALS - Super-compact storage, 
ready in 3 minutes
The Samba Speed Goals do exactly what it says on 
the tin. Up and ready in just 180 seconds, this piece of 
kit takes just one person to assemble, and no tools. 
Totally maintenance free, and complete with a 12-month 
guarantee, the steel frame includes rubber feet and 
weighted base so is suitable for both indoor and outdoor 

surfaces with maximum stability. The Samba Speed 
Goals feature IDP (Impact Dissipating Technology). 
A 100mm x 100mm net profile is designed to meet the 
new head entrapment requirement and made with FA-
approved 2.5mm cord is included with every Speed Goal, 
and the whole thing folds away into a separate carry bag.

SAMBA SPEED GOAL 12’ x 6’.
Product code: SPEED12X6
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high x 3ft 7” deep.

SAMBA SPEED GOAL 8’ x 6’.
Product code: SPEED8X6
Size: 8ft wide x 6ft high x 2ft 4” deep.

SAMBA HEAD TENNIS SKILLS SET.
Product code: TENNIS01
Size: 3m wide x 90cm high.
Complete with Carry Bag.

SAMBA SPEED GOAL 5’ x 3’.
Product code: SPEED5X3
Size: 5ft wide x 3ft high x 2ft 4” deep.

SAMBA SPEED GOAL 3’ X 2’ FUTSAL.
Product code: SPEED3X2
Size: 3m wide x 2m high x 1m deep.
(not pictured)

8’ x 6’
5’ x 3’

12’ x 6’

12’ x 6’

Steel frame
Collapsible in seconds
No fixings or guide ropes required

Develop your header and 
volley skills and improve 
your training routines. Ideal 
for indoor and outdoor use, 
club training sessions or the 
garden. Complete with carry 
bag for easy storage and 
portability.

AVAILABLE IN
4 SIZES

Scan our QR code
for video instructions
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SAMBA POP-UP GOAL 6ft
1 pair.
Product code: POP1080
Size: 6ft wide x 43 inches high.
Carrying case included.
Supplied with plastic and metal
net pegs.

POP-UP GOAL

Samba Pop-up goals are excellent training goals and ideal for small sided 
games, practice sessions or tournaments. Reflective tape applied to the arc to 
highlight the goal under floodlights.
They fold up flat, are easy to carry. They are supplied with anchoring pegs 
attached and are quick to setup and breakdown. 

SAMBA POP-UP GOAL 4ft
1 pair.
PRODUCT CODE: POP1070
Size: 4ft wide x 34 inches high.
Carrying case included.
Supplied with plastic and metal
net pegs.

SAMBA POP-UP GOAL 4ft SQUARE - 1 pair.
Product code: POP1090
Size: 4ft wide x 34 inches high.
Carrying case included.
Supplied with plastic and metal net pegs.

www.sambasports.co.uk16

ALUMINIUM FOLDING GOALS

SAMBA ALUMINIUM FOLDING GOAL 6’ x 4’.
Product code: G7011
Size: 6ft wide x 4ft high x 3ft deep.
Weight: 11kg. Folded size: 123cm x 103cm x 10cm
Brand new to the UK, professional football goal post for all ages and skill levels. 
Can be used by professionals as a training aid or for recreational use in the 
garden or park.
Under 10 seconds to unfold and ready to play. Fits into the boot of most cars.
Foldable lightweight high quality aluminium frame.
Ideal size for 3v3, 2v2, 1v1 or target shooting, whether for professional use or 
in the back garden.
New hook and loop fitted mesh net that reduces the tension of a shot. The net 
can be taken on and off the frame quickly.
Use on any surface, grass, astroturf, sand, street, indoor floor etc.
Both sizes independently tested to EN-71
Included in the price: Aluminium Frame and Net.

New Aluminium goals – light, foldable, easily 
stored, erected and usable in seconds, 
ready netted, fits in back of a car, use on any 
surface. Used by Premier League academies 
down to grassroots.

ALUMINIUM
FOLDING GOALS

The ORIGINAL
and still THE BEST!

SAMBA ALUMINIUM FOLDING GOAL 5’ x 3’.
Product code: G7008
Size: 5ft wide x 3ft high x 2ft 4” deep.
Weight: 11kg. Folded size: 100cm x 75cm x 10cm

If it says Samba you can expect the 
highest quality.

Net is held in snugly in position by 
hook and loop fasteners, which allow 
the net to be removed very quickly.

The PROFESSIONALS choice

Tel: 01282 860077 Email: sales@sambasports.co.uk

POP-UP GOALS

6’ x 4’

5’ x 3’

USED BY
PREMIER LEAGUE

CLUBS

Scan our QR code
for video instructions
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PREMIUM EASY LIFT GOALS PACKAGEALUMINIUM FOLDING GOALS PACKAGE

This is a great training or match 
goal for those with limited 
storage space. The goal frame 
spec is uncompromised, and the 
side frames are made from durable, 
long lasting, galvanised steel that 
neatly folds into the goalmouth.
Specifications:
100 x 110mm reinforced aluminium
Internal welded corner joints and 
extra strong top corner joints
42mm galvanised bottom bar
Durable powder coated finish
Supplied with : 2 goals, nets, 
International back supports, U Peg 
anchors and net fastenings.
Price excludes delivery.

16 X 7 ELLIPTICAL FOLDING PACKAGE
Product code: MHFFOT-529

12 X 6 ELLIPTICAL FOLDING PACKAGE
Product code: MHFOT- 533

12 X 6 60MM FOLDING PACKAGE
Product code: MHFOT-733

3mm knotted white nets

This goal is designed with the flexibility to be 
used and easily manoeuvred, on any surface. 
When raised, the four wheels give superb ground 
clearance and the internal weights allow for instant, 
safe use.

With 4 wheels on each goal, you can manoeuvre your 
goals easily on any surface.
Zinc plated brackets.
Micro cellular polyethylene non puncture tyres.
All Fixings included.

100 x 110mm reinforced aluminium
Internally weighted.
Durable powder coated finish.
Supplied with: International back supports, top diagonal 
supports and nylon net hooks.

16 X 7 EASYLIFT PACKAGE
Product code: MHFFOT-616

12 X 6 EASYLIFT PACKAGE
Product code: MHFOT-605

A WIDE
VARIETY OF

STEEL & ALUMINIUM
GOALS AVAILABLE.
Contact us for more

information.

All packages include 2 
goals, nets, net fastenings,
8 wheels + self-weighted 
back bar.
Price excludes delivery.
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GAELIC/HURLING GOALS

SAMBA 12’ X 6’ MAXI GAELIC GOAL.
Product code: G42
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high to crossbar x 4ft 2” deep
Weight: 24kg
Designed for under 12’s. Small gauge net for hurling. 
Includes locking system.
Includes: Net, Net Clips, Carry Bag, Ground Anchors.

SAMBA 10’ X 6’ MIDI GAELIC GOAL.
Product code: G40
Size: 10ft wide x 6ft high to crossbar x 4ft 2” deep
Weight: 22kg
Designed for under 10’s. Small gauge net for hurling. 
Includes locking system.
Includes: Net, Net Clips, Carry Bag, Ground Anchors.

SAMBA 8’ X 5’ MINI GAELIC GOAL.
Product code: G35
Size: 8ft wide x 5ft high to crossbar x 4ft 2” deep
Weight: 18kg
Designed for under 8’s and garden use.
Small gauge net for hurling.
Includes: Net, Net Clips, Ground Anchors.

All Samba Gaelic Goals are:
Fully portable – Free standing – Highly flexible – Use 
on any surface – Virtually maintenance free – Fits in an 
average sized family car – High impact uPVC – Light and 
easy to assemble.

SAMBA GAELIC/HURLING GOALS
The Number 1 uPVC Goal in Ireland

GOALS BAGS

SAMBA MULTI GOAL BAG
Product code: BAG01
Holds one 16’ x 7’ multigoal or 12’ x 6’ goal. (NOT 
suitable for 16’ x 7’ match goals)
Will hold two 8’ x 4’ home goals (NOT 8 x 4 match goals).
Supplied with hook and loop fastenings for safety.
Size: L:132cm W:35cm D:30cm

SAMBA MATCH GOAL BAG 16’ X 7’
Product code: BAG02
Holds one 16’ x 7’ Match goal
Will hold two 8’ x 4’ goals.
Supplied with hook and loop fastening for 
safety.
Size: L:137cm W:39cm D:34cm

SAMBA HOME GOAL BAG
Product code: BAG40
The Samba home goal bag holds one Samba home 
goal 8’ x 4’, also suitable for a 8’ x 4’ MATCH goal 
and  6’ x 4’ goal.
Supplied with hook and loop fastenings for safety.
Size: L:122cm W:30cm D:23cm
Please note: These bags are NOT suitable for the 8’ 
x 6’ Home Goal Plus.

GOAL ACCESSORIES

GROUND ANCHORS
(Sold singular)
Product code: ANCHOR01
Steel ground anchors for securing 
Samba goals.
Length 9” Diameter 8mm.

Product code:
RED: QUICKCLIP110
BLUE: QUICKCLIP010
YELLOW: QUICKCLIP020
WHITE: QUICKCLIP030

PLASTIC GROUND ANCHORS
Product code: ANCHORASS
Pack of four plastic ground anchors 
supplied with extractor to help remove 
anchor from the ground. Length 9”.

SAMBA QUICK CLIPS
Pack of 40 easy to use plastic 
football goal net clips used in 
place of the sharp metal variety. 
Essential item for any club.

SAMBA 2 IN 1 TARGET BAG
A versatile bag, a must have 
accessory for any team. Carry up 
to 10 footballs to the pitch, then 
sharpen up your shooting skills by 
attaching to the crossbar.
Product code: BAG870

CHANNEL NET HOOKS
Push in and twist channel net hook 
for aluminium goals, fits 80mm and 
elliptical football goals.
WHITE: NETHOOK01
BLACK: NETHOOK02
GREEN: NETHOOK03
FLUO ORANGE: NETHOOK04

Goal net pegs for securing goal nets into the ground, choose from plastic or metal.

NET PEGS Set of 10 Plastic pegs
NETPEG01

NET PEGS Set of 10 Metal pegs
NETPEG10
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TRAINING AIDS
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Official Supplier Official Supplier

Building skills and fitness levels
Watch any professional team run through their warm-up 
routine before a game, and you will see a vast range of 
training aids, including, agility ladders, cones, hurdles, 
poles, mannequin’s, etc. These same products are 
available to your club or team from this catalogue.

If you want to get the best out of yourself, or your team, 
you need to ensure that fitness and skills training is 
central to everything you do. Premier League training 

aids are no longer the reserve of professional teams. 
At Samba, our training aids have levelled the playing 
field when it comes to all tiers of football now, from 
grassroots to international competitions. And, whereas 
in the past, the way a team had trained could be 
immediately noticeable as soon as they took to the 
pitch, the standard of practice equipment on offer now 
means that there’s all to play for, even when the stakes 
are high.

FLAT PROFILE SPEED AND AGILITY HURDLES (pack of 6 with 
carry handle).
NEW Excellent quality speed and agility hurdles, made from high quality material 
to withstand regular use, are lightweight and suitable for hard or soft surfaces.
Designed for: Fast Feet Drills, Jump Training, Arm Control, Lateral Speed 
Training. 
AVAILABLE IN FOUR SIZES.
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 26

MESH TRAINING BIBS - unbranded mesh bibs available in 8 
colours and 4 sizes. See page 34 for full details.
Hardwearing, lightweight 100% polyester mesh, print friendly, solid colour with 
black trim, designed for maximum freedom of movement.
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 34

FLAT MARKER SET 
with carry bag
Product code: CONE13050
PRICE: £16.99
Samba’s flat marker set come in a mixed set of 40 markers, 10 x Blue, 10 x 
Yellow, 10 x Orange and 10 x White.
Markers can be used on either 4G or grass surfaces and are useful when 
marking out coaching sessions or coaching zones. One particular advantage of 
using the flat marker is that the ball will not be deflected if it was to hit the cone.
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TRAINING AIDS
BOUNDARY POLES BOUNDARY POLES
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SAMBA BOUNDARY POLES 1.7m
includes branded bag 
4 x Yellow, 4 x Orange, 4 x Red
Product code: POST0150
The boundary poles are 1.7m long and 30mm diameter.
Ideal for speed and agility exercise.
Side step and evasion training.
Marking out boundaries.
Steel spiked for grass or soft surfaces, also used with weighted 
pole base on hard surfaces (see opposite page).

TELESCOPIC BOUNDARY 
POLES 1.7m
Includes branded bag
4 x Yellow, 4 x Orange,
4 x Red
Product code:
POST0250
The boundary poles are 1.7m 
long at full height and 30mm 
diameter.
Ideal for speed and agility 
exercise.
Side step and evasion training.
Marking out boundaries.
Steel spiked for grass or 
soft surfaces, also used with 
weighted pole base on hard 
surfaces (see right).

JUNIOR BOUNDARY POLES
1.5m
Includes bag. Set of 12 poles
6 x Yellow, 6 x Orange
Product code: POST0200
The boundary poles are 1.5m long 
and 30mm diameter.
Ideal for speed and agility exercise.
Side step and evasion training.
Marking out boundaries.

HEAVY DUTY RUBBER 
BOUNDARY POLE BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1020
Bases for use on 4G Astroturf and 
other hard surfaces for extra stability 
in windy exposed locations.
Size: 24cm diameter x 28cm high.

BOUNDARY POLE BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1010
Plastic bases for use on 4G Astroturf and other hard 
surfaces.    
Size: 24cm diameter x 28cm high.
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MULTI PURPOSE HEAVY DUTY POLE 
BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1040
Coming in two parts with a heavy duty base and insert, 
this product is designed to accept all Samba Boundary 
poles and corner flag poles. They are ideal for hard 
surfaces or in windy or exposed conditions.
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TRAINING AIDS
HURDLES

FLAT PROFILE SPEED AND AGILITY HURDLES (pack of 6 with 
carry handle).
Excellent quality speed and agility hurdles, made from high quality material to 
withstand regular use, are lightweight and suitable for hard or soft surfaces.
Designed for: Fast Feet Drills, Jump Training, Arm Control, Lateral Speed 
Training.

SAMBA 4M FLAT PROFILE NON-SLIP SPEED LADDER
Product code: LADDER0010
Non-slip, fixed rung, 4m speed ladder with bag suitable for use on 
all surfaces. Connect two ladders together to make 8m length.

LADDERS

6” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Yellow
Product Code: HURDLE1060

9” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Red
Product Code: HURDLE1090

12” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Blue
Product Code: HURDLE1120

15” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Orange.
Product Code: HURDLE1150
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SELLER

  WHILE
STOCKS LAST
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TRAINING AIDS
CONES & MARKERS
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6” MEDIUM ROUND RUBBER FLAT MARKERS - set of 20 
with metal stand and carry bag
Yellow: CONE12600, Orange: CONE12500, White: CONE12550

4” SMALL ROUND RUBBER FLAT 
MARKERS - set of 50 (10 of each colour) 
with metal stand and carry bag
Multicoloured: CONE12650

SPACE MARKERS - set of 50 mixed colours with stand
Multicoloured (10 of each colour): CONE05

White

Orange

All markers come with none slip backing – ideal for marking 
out playing areas, sprint routines and training grids.     

FLAT MARKER SET 
with carry bag
Product code: CONE13050
Samba’s flat marker set come in a mixed set of 40 markers, 10 x Blue, 10 x 
Yellow, 10 x Orange and 10 x White.
Markers can be used on either 4G or grass surfaces and are useful when 
marking out coaching sessions or coaching zones. One particular advantage of 
using the flat marker is that the ball will not be deflected if it was to hit the cone.

Orange
Product code: 

Cone13200

Single colour sets available

White
Product code: 
CONE13150

Yellow
Product code: 
CONE13100

Blue
Product code: 
CONE13160

SPACE MARKERS - set of 50 all 
yellow: CONE01

8” LARGE ROUND RUBBER FLAT MARKERS
Set of 10 with robust zipped carry bag
Multicoloured (2 of each colour): CONE1101
All White: CONE 1100

 BEST
SELLER

  WHILE
STOCKS LAST



PITCH MARKERS

PITCH MARKER SET
Product code: CONE1300
Samba’s pitch marker set comes complete with 4 x L Shaped and 
12 x rectangular bevelled edged rubber markers can be used for 
marking out coaching area’s and zones on either 4G or grass 
surfaces. Markers come with a mesh carry bag.
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JUMBO PRO CONES - set of 20 
mixed colours white and yellow.
With carry bag.
CONE20

TRAFFIC CONES 18”
Set of 4.
Colour: Orange
CONE12850

COLLAPSIBLE 
CONES 12”
Set of 4: CONE12400
Collapsible Cones 9”
Set of 4: CONE12450

TRAFFIC CONES 15”
Set of 4.
Colour: Orange
CONE12800

TRAFFIC CONES 12”
Set of 4.
Colour: Orange
CONE12750

SAMBA TRAFFIC CONES
Ideal for coaching or marking out target areas.TRAINING AIDS

CONES & MARKERS Ideal for marking out playing areas,
sprint routines and training grids.     

MINI PRO CONES WITH STRAP - set of 60 mixed 
colours: Red, white and blue -
the perfect all sport coaching product
Multi-coloured (20 of each colour): CONE12350

REBOUND BOARD
Product code: REBOUND040
A fantastic addition to your football training equipment, for improving passing accuracy and 
ball control. 
Durable football training rebound board made from impact resistant materials, perfect for 
consistent skills training.
Can also be turned upside down for angled return passes for even more ball control drills.
The rebound board has foldable, angled legs with quick release pins for easy storage and for 
grip on all-surfaces, plus easy-carry handles. 
Plenty of space for customisation, with the addition of your club logo.
Features:
Measures 100cm x 40cm
Stores flat
Quick release pins for easy storage 
Easy-carry handles

 BEST
SELLER

TRAFFIC CONES 9”
Set of 4.
Blue: CONE10154
Price: £3.25
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TRAINING AIDS
MANNEQUINS
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RUBBER MANNEQUIN BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1030

PEP PRO MANNEQUIN 170cm.
Set of 3 with carry bag.
Product code: MANNEQUIN060
The Samba Pep Pro Mannequin was developed for 
the Manchester City Manager Pep Guadiola.
The mannequins can be used in phase of play 
coaching sessions, practising free kicks and 
goalkeeping coaching.
Particularly useful on windy training grounds where 
mannequins with the breast plates keep falling over 
in the bad weather.
Compatible with POSTBASE1030
Size: Senior 170cm

PEP PRO JUNIOR MANNEQUIN 
SET 120cm.
Set of 3 with carry bag.
Product code: MANNEQUIN070
The Samba Pep-Pro Junior Mannequin 
was developed for the Manchester 
City Manager, Pep Guadiola. The 
mannequins can be used in phase of 
play coaching sessions,practicing free 
kicks and goalkeeping coaching. 
Particularly useful on windy training 
grounds where mannequins with breast 
plates can fail to stay upright. 
Features: 
• Set of 3
• Carry bag 
• Height 120cm
• Compatible with POSTBASE1030
• Size: Junior 120cm

SENIOR

SENIOR

JUNIOR
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CORNER FLAGS & POLES

STANDARD CORNER POLE - Set of 4
Product code: POST0350
Set of 4 standard corner poles for use on grass 
or 4G surfaces with Samba corner pole bases 
POSTBASE1040.

SPRING LOADED
CORNER FLAG - Set of 4 with carry bag.
Product code: POST0400
Set of 4 spring loaded corner poles with metal spike  
complete with flag and carry bag.

Heavy duty, water-resistant.
Contains added binders and pigments that offer the 
ultimate durability and brightness.
Designed for use with ALL spray or transfer wheel 
marking machines.
Product details:
Initial mark 1:5
Over mark up to 1:8
Comes in 10 litre containers

WHITE LINE MARKING FLUID 10L
Product code: LINEFLU100

2 COLOUR
CORNER FLAGS
Size: 37cm length x 
33cm height
Product codes:
Red/White: FLAG15
Black/White: FLAG26
Emerald/White: FLAG41
Royal/White: FLAG25
Red/Black: FLAG39
Yellow/Royal: FLAG42
Maroon/Sky: FLAG43

SINGLE COLOUR
CORNER FLAGS
Size: 34cm length x 
31cm height
Product codes:
Red: FLAG01
Royal: FLAG38
Emerald: FLAG37
Fluo Yellow: FLAG35
Fluo Orange: FLAG36

MESH TRAINING BIBS - unbranded mesh 
bibs available in 8 colours and 4 sizes.
Hardwearing, lightweight 100% polyester mesh, print 
friendly, solid colour with black trim, designed for 
maximum freedom of movement.

TRAINING BIBS

EXTRA SMALL
Yellow   MESHBI2001
Red       MESHBI2002
Green   MESHBI2003
Blue      MESHBI2004
Orange MESHBI2005
White    MESHBI2006
Black     MESHBI2007

MEDIUM
Yellow   MESHBI2008
Red       MESHBI2009
Green   MESHBI2010
Blue      MESHBI2011
Orange MESHBI2012
White    MESHBI2013
Black     MESHBI2014
Purple   MESHBI2030
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SMALL
Yellow   MESHBI2015
Red       MESHBI2016
Green   MESHBI2017
Blue      MESHBI2018
Orange MESHBI2019
White    MESHBI2020
Black     MESHBI2021
Purple   MESHBI2029

LARGE
Yellow   MESHBI2022
Red       MESHBI2023
Green   MESHBI2024
Blue      MESHBI2025
Orange MESHBI2026
White    MESHBI2027
Black     MESHBI2028
Purple   MESHBI2031

Durable, wipe clean nylon corner 
flags. Tie at the bottom to secure in 
place.
Suitable for 25mm corner post.

Durable, wipe clean nylon corner 
flags. Tie at the bottom to secure in 
place.
Suitable for 25mm corner post.

PAIR OF LINESMAN’S FLAGS 
WITH POLES
Product code: FLAG28
Supplied with a carry case.

GRASS TUFT MARKERS
Product codes:
GRASSTUFT-W (white)
GRASSTUFT-B (blue)
Tired of continually measuring out 
your pitch?
Easy to install grass marking tufts 
gives your groundsmen an essential 
piece of equipment which creates 
colourful pitch markings.
A weather proof pitch marking 
tool, made with thick UV resistant 
synthetic fibres.
Features:
Packs of 25
Available in two colours (white or 
blue) please select
Installation tool and instructions 
included

CHEST SIZES:
Extra Small  30”
Small           36”
Medium        42”
Large   50”

BLUE LINE MARKING FLUID 10L
Product code: LINEFLU110

TRAINING AIDS  BEST
SELLER

 PRINT
FRIENDLY

Please note: Purple is NOT 
AVAILABLE in Extra Small.

  BLACK-WHILE
STOCKS LAST

  EXTRA SMALL
WHILE STOCKS

LAST



REACTION EQUIPMENT RESPECT BARRIER

60m Product code: RESP1000
60m long with 6 poles, 2 quick release clips, 2 ground anchors and 
carry bag.

120m Product code: RESP1200
2 x 60m long with 12 poles, 4 quick release clips, 4 ground anchors 
and carry bag.

1. SAMBA SIX SEATER 
FOLDABLE CHAIR/BENCH - 
complete with bag
Product code: BENCH200
Reinforced steel frame, only 11kg.
Ideal for all weathers - indoors and 
out, seating fabric is water repellent, 
concertina construction sets up in 
seconds, fits in car boot when folded.

2. SAMBA FOLDING BENCH 
BAG with shoulder strap
Product code: BAG660

RESPECT BARRIER 
GROUND ANCHOR
Product code: ANCHOR10
6mm diameter. 9” in length.

PITCH-SIDE BENCH

Main Features:
Quick and easy to erect.
Quick and easy to pack away.
Fast, simple rope winding system.
Steel spikes for hard ground.
High visibility rope.
No tangle problems.
No tools required.
Can be joined to make 120m barrier.
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HANDHELD REBOUNDER (SMALL)
Product code: REBOUND020
Size: 50 x 50cm
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PRO REBOUNDER
Product code: REBOUND010
Size: 95 x 95cm
Samba Pro Rebounder 95cm x 95cm. Adjustable 
action to alter the angle of the return ball. Ideal 
for goalkeeper coaching, first touch and control 
practice. Set up and taken down in seconds. 
Stores flat.

12’ X 6’ TARGET 
NET
Product code: TAR-
GET12X6 
The Samba Target Net 
fits to most 12 x 6 uPVC 
or aluminium goals. The 
net is attached to the 
goal frame with velcro 
fastening straps. The 
net features numbered 
targets to enable your 
strikers to practice 
shooting drills during 
training sessions.

2

RESPECT BARRIER BAG
Robust carry bag for Samba respect barrier. Holds 1 x 
60m or 1 x 120m Respect Barrier. Choice of shoulder 
or hand carrying straps. Dual zip fastening across the 
length of the bag.
Size: L: 115cm W: 30cm Dia: 15cm
Product code: BAG890

Samba Handheld Rebounders are great portable 
rebounders that are excellent for outfield and 
goalkeeper coaching.

TARGET NET WITH 
HOOPS – AVAILABLE IN 3 
SIZES
Product code:
TARGET12X6H
TARGET8X6H
TARGET6X4H
The Samba target net with hoops 
is now available in three sizes:
12 x 6, 8 x 6 and 6 x 4.
The net is attached to the goal 
frame with Velcro fastenings.
The 12 x 6 and 8 x 6 target net 
features 5 x bright coloured plastic 
hula hoop targets, with the 6 x 4 
having 4 x hula hoop targets
The perfect item for strikers to 
practice their shooting accuracy 
and an excellent training tool for 
effecting shooting skills.
An absolute essential for any 
striker!

TRAINING AIDS

SAMBA 2-IN-1 FOOTBALL TRAINER 
(WITH WRIST & WAIST BAND)
Product code: KICKTRAIN
This weather resistant close control trainer 
is designed to allow players to practice their 
technique anywhere. 
The adjustable neoprene ball glove fits size 
3, 4 and 5 footballs, and it also comes with an 
adjustable wrist and waist strap.
Ideal for both outfield players and goalkeepers, 
the elasticated band allows players to train alone 
to improve touch and passing techniques.

NEW

NEW

Samba ELITE respect barrier, manufactured in the UK using 
top quality high impact uPVC, ensuring the same quality as our 
Samba goals.



Designed and manufactured with performance 
in mind.
Samba is now a leading supplier of footballs in the UK. 
Thanks to their outstanding design and manufacturing 
quality, our 2023-24 INFINITI range footballs meet 
the needs of clubs at all levels of the game and offer 
excellent performance with durability our competitors 
find it hard to match.

We may not be able to reinvent the wheel, but you can 
improve a ball. The beautiful game has changed in 
many ways over the decades. Football can be played 
inside or outside, day or night, on the full or half pitch, 
by men, women, and children - one thing that has never 
changed though is that you can’t have a match without a 

ball. The footballs we use today however, have changed 
in many ways; and there is no ‘one ball fits all’ especially 
when it comes to Samba. The speed and excitement of 
today’s game are all to do with the weight, construction 
and outer finish of the ball. Made in a range of sizes and 
finishes to suit the intended use and playing surface, 
from high-performance match balls, to lite and futsal 
balls, Samba INFINITI balls score high with players of 
all layers.

We’ve set the bar high with our new and impressive 
football range for the 2023-2024 season. The range 
includes new designs on our ever popular training, mini, 
midi, futsal and education footballs. Although the design 
has changed, the quality still remains.
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BALLS

MATCH BALL

AGE GROUP SIZE

Ages 6 - 9 Size 3

Ages 9 -14 Size 4

Ages 14+ Size 5

14 Panel
Hybrid

Technology

 INFINITI PRO MATCH - FIFA BASIC ACCREDITED IN SIZE 4 & 5
Size 3: BALL76300  Size 4: BALL76400  Size 5: BALL76500

You can tell an exceptional ball from an ordinary ball the moment you touch it. The feel, weight 
and bounce turn the ordinary into the exceptional. And so it is with Samba’s new Infiniti Pro Match 
Ball with FIFA Basic certification. Superb quality, design and value for money. Featuring a 14-panel 

construction, the Samba Infiniti Pro match ball blends hybrid technology with manufacturing 
expertise. Quality machine-stitched construction with glued seams for minimal moisture absorption 

and better shape retention.
Specification:

Construction: Hybrid, Material: Micro Fibre PU Baiksan 1.0mm Textured AR248 White
Lining 1: 2.00mm EPDM Foam Lining 2: Polyester Fabric

Padding: 2.5mm EPDM Bladder: HR Winding
Size: 5/14P Weight: (410 – 450gsm)

Circumference: (68.0 – 70.0cm)
Colour: White/Fluo mix

3938

BALLSBALLS
CHOOSE

FOR
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INFINITI TRAINING BALL
Size 3: BALL82300
Size 4: BALL82400
Size 5: BALL82500

Perfect for use on grass or artificial surfaces, this 32 panel machine sewn training ball will take everything 
that the game can throw at it. A TPU film 0.15 outer layer, EVA foam 3.50mm +1PV lining and a HR 

Winding bladder provide a ball that will stand the test of time.
Colours: White, Black, Blue

TRAINING BALLS
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TRAINING BALLS

INFINITI TRAINING BALL
Size 3: BALL81300
Size 4: BALL81400
Size 5: BALL81500

Colours: White, Silver, Black

INFINITI TRAINING BALL
Size 3: BALL83300
Size 4: BALL83400
Size 5: BALL83500

Colours: White, Red, Black

INFINITI TRAINING BALL
Size 3: BALL85300
Size 4: BALL85400
Size 5: BALL85500

Colours: Fluo Yellow, Blue

AGE GROUP SIZE

Ages 6 - 10 Size 3

Ages 10 -14 Size 4

Ages 14+ Size 5

INFINITI TRAINING BALL
Size 3: BALL84300
Size 4: BALL84400
Size 5: BALL84500

Colours: White, Blue, Black

NEW DESIGNS
FOR 2023-24



CUSTOMISED
TRAINING BALLS

Now you can customise your 
match day and training footballs
The superb Samba football ball range can be enhanced by the addition of your own 
colourways and club/sponsors logo.  All balls are available in sizes 3, 4 and 5. 
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CUSTOMISED Futsal Balls -
Please contact your local stockist 
for details.

42 43

How to order your
customised football
STEP 1
Choose whether you want a match, training 
or futsal ball

STEP 2
Choose your colourway

STEP 3
Choose your logo

STEP 4
Send your colourway requirements, logos 
and football requirements on an email to 
sales@sambasports.co.uk

Please note that there are minimum order 
volume requirements for customised footballs.
For further enquires,
please call the office on 01282 860077
or email sales@sambasports.co.uk

CUSTOMISED
TRAINING BALLS

CHOOSE

FOR



BALLS
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INFINITI LITE BALL 290
BALL77290

Colours: White, Charcoal, Fluo Orange

INFINITI LITE BALL 320
BALL77320

Colours: White, Charcoal,
Fluo Yellow

LITE BALLS

INFINITI LITE BALL 370
BALL77370

Colours: White, Charcoal, Black

The creation of the new lite ball standard is designed to bring the 
ball size and weight in line with the age group of the players. Lite ball 

designs ensure that junior players are able to master the necessary ball 
skills at an early age in a safe and controlled manner.

The information contained in this chart 
is taken from the Football Association 
of Ireland Player development plan.

GAME TABLE FORMATS

AGE GROUP WEIGHT

U6, U7, U8 290 gms

U9, U10, U11 320 gms

U12, U13, U14 370 gms

U15, U16 450 gms

INFINITI HYBRID MATCH
FUTSAL BALL

Size 3: BALL86300
Official Size 4: BALL86400

The 32 panel hybrid PU construction 
with Polyester lining with a nylon 

wound Butyl bladder. The PU outer 
shell offers an abrasive resistance 

and low bounce.
Colours: White, Orange, Navy

INFINITI INDOOR BALL
Size 4: BALL48400
Size 5: BALL48500

32 Panel hybrid construction 
offers reduced rebound properties 
especially on indoor and laminate 

playing surfaces.
Colours: Bright Yellow, Black

INFINITI MINI BALL
BALL77100

Colours: Fluo Yellow, Blue

INFINITI MIDI BALL
Size 2: BALL86200

Perfect for use on grass or 
artificial surfaces, this 32 panel 

machine sewn training ball will take 
everything that the game can throw 

at it. A TPU film 0.15 outer layer, EVA 
foam 3.50mm +1PV lining and a HR 
Winding bladder provide a ball that 

will stand the test of time
Colours: White, Red, Black

SPECIALIST BALLS

SPECIALIST BALLS

INFINITI EDU BALL
Product code:
Size 3 - BALL89300
Size 4 - BALL89400
Size 5 - BALL89500
Samba branded, hand stitched 32 panel, 
PVC based training ball.
Ideal for schools and education.
Colours: White, Blue, Silver

PUMPS

SMALL DUAL ACTION HAND PUMP
with adaptor hose
Product code: PUMP30

12” DUAL ACTION HAND PUMP
with flexible hose
Product code: PUMP01

STIRRUP PUMP
Product code:
PUMP03

240V ELECTRIC 
BALL PUMP
Product code: 
PUMP07

BALL PRESSURE GAUGE
Product code:
PRESSGA01
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SPARE NEEDLE ADAPTOR
Product code: ADAPTOR01

 BEST
SELLER
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SAMBA FUTSAL TRAINER GOAL 3m x 2m Product code: G11C
Size: 3m wide x 2m high x 1.27m deep Weight: 11kg
Fully portable - Free standing - Highly flexible - Use on any surface - Virtually maintenance free - 
Fits in an average sized family car - High impact uPVC - Light and easy to assemble.
Includes: One Goal, Locking System, Net, Net Clips, Ground Anchors.

4746

Originating in the 1930s in South America, 
Futsal is now a global game, played by 
millions in virtually every country in the 
world. 
The technical requirements of the game required a 
smaller, more specialist ball, with specific low bounce 
characteristics. That’s why Samba created its own 
Hybrid Match Futsal ball, that allows players to take 
their skills to the next level. A smaller ball in sizes 3 and 

4 improves touch, speed of play, pass accuracy and 
overall creativity. The durability and abrasive resistance 
of the ball is improved with its 32-panel design and 
textured PU outer coating.  

In the UK the National Futsal Series is under the control 
of a league management committee and consists 
of teams in Premiership North, Premiership South, 
Championship North, Championship Midlands and 
Championship South.

SAMBA MATCH GOAL 3m x 2m. Product code: G11MATCH
Size: 3m wide x 2m high x 1.52m deep. Weight: 16kg. 
Includes: One goal, locking system, net, net clips, carry bag, ground anchors.

FUTSALFUTSAL
CHOOSE

FOR
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FUTSAL A5 COACH’S NOTEPAD
Product code: COACH245
Mix of Full Court and Half Court planning pages with 
video icon cameras for easy reference. Used for 
planning futsal formations, pitchside or in the dressing 
room.

49

FUTSAL COACH’S CLIPBOARD
Product code: COACH235
For use in the changing room or court side. Double sided magnetic clipboard, 
full court to front, half court to the reverse. Complete with player magnets, dry 
wipe markers and carry case.
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FUTSAL

REPLACEMENT MAGNETS
2cm diameter x 96 magnets
Product code: COACH080
3cm diameter x 40 magnets
Product code: COACH085
Spare magnet bundles for Coaching and Tactic boards. 
Available in 2 sizes, 2cm for the 30cmx45cm Coaching 
board and 3cm for the 90cmx60cm

INFINITI HYBRID MATCH FUTSAL BALL
Size 3: BALL86300

Official Size 4: BALL86400
At Samba we have brought years of experience to our ball offering. We have a futsal ball that is right for every kind of 

indoor surface. We have designed this Samba futsal ball to provide a hardwearing surface that will take the punishment 
we know this type of ball receives.

Material: The 32 panel hybrid PU construction with a Polyester lining and a nylon wound Butyl bladder. The textured PU 
outer shell offers abrasive resistance and low bounce on all Futsal surfaces.

Colours: White, Orange, Navy

AGE GROUP SIZE

Ages 6 - 12 Size 3

Ages 12+ Size 4

  WHILE
STOCKS LAST

  WHILE
STOCKS LAST

NEW DESIGN
FOR 2023-24



ACCESSORIES

Fail to prepare, and prepare to fail.
Accessories from Samba Sports are the final touch for 
any training session or football match.

From a pre-match changing room pep talk to a last-
minute change of tactics when your backs are against 
the wall, from a season’s worth of strategy in a session 

planner to a quick sketch on the whiteboard when there’s 
been an alteration in the line-up. Planning before, during, 
and after the match is absolutely essential. As well as 
whiteboards and planners though, water bottles, drinks 
carriers, kit bags, corner flags, medical kits, cards, and 
whistles, mean you turn up to a fixture with all the fittings 
you need to look the part and take the game.
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A4 MAGNETIC COACHING FOLDER
Product code: COACH200
Magnetic football coaches folder with hard plastic 
clipboard is ideal for use on pitch side or in the dressing 
room.
Includes:
Magnetic pitch pad
Magnetic player markers
Attached clip for holding sheets
Soccer planner pad
Plastic pocket for storing player magnets

ZIPPED PRO COACHES FOLDER
Product code: COACH210.
Comes complete with magnetic board, set play 
sheets, colour coded numbered magnets, dry wipe 
marker and pen.

30 X 45CM DOUBLE SIDED TACTIC BOARD 
including bag
Product code: COACH105
Board comes with fixed mounting points, dry wipe marker 
pen, wipe clean eraser, 27 player magnets (12 red, 12 
blue, 2 yellow. 1 black) and carry case with handle.

COACHING BOARDS & PLANNERS
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REPLACEMENT MAGNETS
2cm diameter x 96 magnets
Product code: COACH080
3cm diameter x 40 magnets
Product code: COACH085
Spare magnet bundles for coaching and tactic boards. 
Available in 2 sizes, 2cm for the 30cmx45cm Coaching 
board and 3cm for the 90cmx60cm

ACCESSORIES

CHOOSE

FOR

 BEST
SELLER



MINI TACTIC BOARD
including bag
Product code: COACH090
Samba’s Mini tactic board comes 
complete with 13 red, 13 blue, 2 
black and 1 yellow magnetic discs.
Measuring 30 x 20cm it is ideal for the 
travelling coach.
Wipeboard marker and eraser and carry 
bag.
Size: 30cm x 20cm.

COACHING BOARDS & PLANNERS

60 X 90CM DOUBLE SIDED TACTIC BOARD including bag
Product code: COACH155
Grass effect pitch to front and 6 half pitch set play boxes on the reverse. Board comes with fixed 
mounting points, dry wipe marker pen, wipe clean eraser, 27 player magnets (12 red, 12 blue, 
2 yellow. 1 black) and carry case with handle.

Front Back
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SAMBA COACHING BOARD BAG
Product code: BAG496
Size: 90cm x 60cm
Product code: BAG494
Size: 45cm x 30cm
Lightweight heavy duty fabric
Storage pouch for counters and pens
Velcro fastening

REFEREES & LINESMAN EQUIPMENT

REFEREES CARDS AND WALLET (plus pencil)
Product code: REF01P
This referee’s kit consists of a black plastic wallet with red and yellow 
cards and comes complete with a game score sheet plus pencil.

REFEREES WRIST 
BAND
Product code:
REFWRIST

Features:
Hour, minute, second and day of
the week
Month & Date
Chronograph with 1/100 second,
with lap/ split control
4 Year calendar
Beep, beep alarm with chime and 
snooze
30 second correction for 
synchronization
12/24 hour display for user’s option
Maximum counting: 23 hours,
59 minutes, 59 seconds

REFEREES
METAL WHISTLE
Product code: 
WHISTLE01

REFEREES LARGE 
PLASTIC WHISTLE
Product code:
WHISTLE10

CAPTAINS ARMBANDS

DIGITAL STOPWATCH - 
1/1000 of a second
Product code: STOPWATCH
Digital Stopwatch - Sport timer with 
alarm, chronograph, 1/100 sec, lap 
& split control.

JUNIOR FLUO ORANGE: 
ARM1080
JUNIOR BLACK: ARM1070
JUNIOR RED: ARM1060
JUNIOR FLUO YELLOW: 
ARM1075

PAIR OF LINESMAN’S 
FLAGS WITH POLES
Product code: FLAG28
Supplied with a carry case.

SENIOR FLUO ORANGE: 
ARM1110
SENIOR BLACK: ARM1095
SENIOR RED: ARM1085
SENIOR FLUO YELLOW: 
ARM1105

Elasticated armbands, great for match days. Available in two sizes - junior and senior.

SUBSTITUTE BOARD
Product code: SUBSBOARD
Improve your pitch side management with our premium quality 
substitutes board, indicates players coming on and off the pitch.
Double sided design with easily adjustable number changes.
Lightweight material makes this an ideal addition to match day 
equipment.
Plenty of space for customisation, with the addition of your club logo.
Features: Double Sided, Measures 60cm x 46cm, Lightweight, 
Comes with carry bag
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LUGGAGE

BALL MESH SACK - holds 20 BALLS
Product code: BAG845
Samba print-friendly polyester ball sack with mesh 
side panels. Drawcord closure, shoulder carry 
strap. Holds 20 fully inflated size 5 footballs.

BALL SACK - holds 12 BALLS
Product code: BAG840
Samba print-friendly polyester ball sack with mesh 
side panels. Drawcord closure, shoulder carry 
strap. Holds 12 fully inflated size 5 footballs.

MESH BALL SACK - holds 10 BALLS
Product code: BAG855
Samba print-friendly Mesh ball sack with draw cord 
closure that holds 10 fully inflated size 5 balls.

TEAM KIT BAG
Product code: BAG405
Samba’s new Team kit bag is constructed out of a 600D hard wearing polyester.
With a studded base, Making this bag a must for all your team’s requirements.
75 x 30 x 45cm 

TARGET SACK -
holds 10 BALLS
Product code: BAG870
A versatile bag, a must have accessory for any team. Carry up to 10 
footballs to the pitch, then sharpen up your shooting skills by attaching 
to the crossbar.

SENIOR NET CARRY BAG
Product code: BAG750
Holds 1 pair of full size nets (24 x 8). The bag is split in to 2 sections for each net. 
Small velcro pocket for accessories.

NEW PIC

 BEST
SELLER

SAMBA 3 BALL TUBE

Product Code: BAG850
The Samba 3 ball tube has print-friendly 
material with mesh panels and a draw-
cord closure and shoulder strap.
Holds 3 fully inflated size 5 balls.



SAMBA
WATER BOTTLES
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BOTTLES & CARRIERS

750ML WATER BOTTLE
All Samba water bottles 
have a unique valve, a 2 
start screw cap thread and 
player ID block. BPA-free and 
top rack dishwasher-safe. 
Manufactured in the UK.

Blue/Yellow:
BOTTLE7512

Black/Red: 
BOTTLE7502

White/Red: 
BOTTLE7503

Red/White: 
BOTTLE7504

Clear:
BOTTLE7505
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Actual Print Size

110m
m

Black
Valve Red
Red to match cap

750ml Finger-Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Blue
Valve
White

Yellow

750ml Finger Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Blue
Valve
White

White

750ml Finger Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Yellow
Valve
Green to match cap

Green

750ml Finger Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Silver
Valve Silver
Black

750ml Finger-Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Yellow
Valve Light Blue
Blue to match cap

750ml Finger-Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Yellow
Valve Dark Blue
Blue to match cap

750ml Finger-Grip

110m
m

Actual Print Size

Yellow
Valve Black
Black

750ml Finger-Grip

Actual Print Size

110m
m

Black
Valve Red
Red to match cap

750ml Finger-Grip

Samba customised water bottles feature:
Specially designed NASA Cap and 2 start thread
1 colour print of your club badge
Samba logo
Name and squad number box

8 Bottle colours

12 Bottle cap colours

Thousands of 
bottles sold to 
hundreds of 
professional 
and grassroots 
clubs
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12 BOTTLE PLASTIC COATED WIRE 
CARRIER
Product code: BOTTLE7509
Holds 12 bottles.

WATER BOTTLE CARRY BAG
Product code: BAG805
Holds 12 bottles. Polyester bag with double zip 
opening and carry handles. Bottles not included.

12 BOTTLE PLASTIC TRAY
Product code: BOTTLE7510
Plastic water bottle carrier with 
handle. Holds 12 x 1 litre bottles.

WATER BOTTLE SET

CUSTOMISED
WATER BOTTLES

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3
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Order customised 
water bottles for 
your club

Choose your bottle colour

Choose your cap colour

Set your quantity. MOQ 100

STEP 4
Send us your club logo or badge 
on an email and place your order 
online or call us on 01282 860077

CUSTOMISED WATER BOTTLES - 1 colour print
Lead time - 2-3 weeks once the artwork is signed off. Price: from £2.99

Produce your own customised club or sponsor water bottles. We 
can add the logo of your club or sponsor to the front of the bottle in a 
single colour print - depending on the choice of bottle colour. Ask your 
local Samba stockist for colours available.

SCHOOLS WATER BOTTLES
Clear water bottles. Available in 3 sizes 750ml, 500ml, and 
300ml. All have plain white ID block and unique valve and 
screw on cap. Material is virgin food grade polyethelyne. 
Dishwasher safe. Manufactured in the UK

300 ml Clear bottle - Yellow top - White name plate
BOTTLE500
500 ml Clear bottle - Red Top - White name plate
BOTTLE510
750 ml Clear bottle - Blue Top - White name plate
BOTTLE520
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X-PRO SAMBA ATOMIC
Pro level hybrid negative comfort fit glove
Size 5 Product code: GL800500
Size 6 Product code: GL800600
Size 7 Product code: GL800700
Size 8 Product code: GL800800
A pro level long wrist glove featuring a German latico “New Basic” 
latex palm with popcorn mesh gussets, combined with “Breathaprene” 
+ silicone sublimated backhand
Detachable elastic wrist strap with rubber T tab providing ultimate 
comfort & grip.

X-PRO SAMBA LITE
Entry level comfort fit glove
Size 4 Product code: GL700400
Size 5 Product code: GL700500
Size 6 Product code: GL700600
Size 7 Product code: GL700700
An entry level glove featuring a full negative cut latico German 
“New Basic” latex palm combined with a lightweight PK Dumbex 
foam sublimated & silicone printed backhand.
Conventional one piece pk latex strap with Velcro fastening.
Great value for money.

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

SAMBA PRO MEDICAL BAG
with Kit A
Product code: FIRSTAID200
FA Minimum Requirement. Supplied in 
a quality pro bag and complies with FA 
minimum recommendations, includes a 
trigger spray bottle. See website for full list 
of contents. Please note these bags are 
only branded Samba on one side to allow 
for club personalisation on the other.

Bag only: BAG815

SAMBA ACADEMY MEDICAL BAG with Kit B.
Product code: FIRSTAID210
FA Minimum Requirement. Supplied in a quality academy bag and complies with 
FA minimum recommendations, includes a trigger spray bottle. See website for full 
list of contents. Please note these bags are only branded Samba on one side to 
allow for club personalisation on the other.

Bag only: BAG825

FA Compliant Refill Kit A
(goes with Pro Medical Bag)
Product code: FIRSTAID205

Kit Refill Kit B (goes with Academy Bag)
Product code: FIRSTAID215

SINGLE-USE INSTANT 
ICE PACK
Product code: ICEPACK

GOALKEEPER GLOVES

TRIGGER SPRAY WATER BOTTLE - 
250ML
Product Code: FIRSTAID230
Easy to use trigger spray water bottle - 250ml.
Can be purchased as an additional item for
first aid kits.

  WHILE
STOCKS LAST

  WHILE
STOCKS LAST



The Samba Brand is rightly associated with 
its special expertise and football-based 
product range for all levels of the game.
However, what many people may not be aware of, 
is the Samba connection to the world of Rugby with 
a range of proven products. Our collection includes 

balls for all levels and all ages, goals for amateurs and 
professionals, all complemented by our universal range 
of training aids, bibs, accessories and medical kits-
shown elsewhere in this catalogue.

All products come with our guarantee of quality and 
performance.
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2 IN 1 GOAL for
football and rugby

SAMBA JUNIOR RUGBY 
POSTS
Size: 9ft 6” wide x 6ft 6” high 
to crossbar
Weight: 13kg
Single: Product code: G12A

The Samba rugby posts are secured by 
a unique “no holes” system - Virtually 
maintenance free - Fits in an average 
sized family car - High impact uPVC - 
Light and easy to assemble. They look 
like a socketed goal, ideal for practicing 
your rugby trys. The no-holes securing 
system is a galvanised steel tube which 
sinks into the ground approximately 
22cm leaving 29cm above ground, the 
Rugby H then slides over the top of the 
steel tube.
Includes:  
Carry Bag, No holes fixing system.

SAMBA SOCCER/RUGBY GOAL 12’ x 6’.
Product code: G10
Size: 12ft wide x 6ft high to crossbar x 4ft 2” deep,
Verticals 14ft high
Weight: 25kg
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SAMBA RACER RUGBY TRAINER BALL.
An unbelievable quality training rugby ball, at a great price point. Ideal for clubs, 
schools, junior and mini players. 
Throughout the whole manufacturing process, there is no child labour used.
Features:
Functional rubber surface
Leak proof latex bladder
No child labour used in manufacturing
3 ply lining (1 x polyester & 2 x cotton cross)
Hand stitched
Weight size 5 - 440 grams
Playing level: clubs, schools, junior & mini
Sizing:
Size    Age
3 - Mini Rugby   under 9 years
4 - Junior Rugby   under 14 years
5 - Full Size Rugby 15+ years

Product code:
RUG73  
RUG74   
RUG75RUGBYRUGBY

CHOOSE

FOR

NEW

SAMBA RUGBY KICKING TEE
Product Code: RUGTEE
The kicking tee is very durable and can take extremes of temperature.
The tee measures 127mm diameter and it’s ball cradle teeth are 27mm at the front 
and 40mm high at the back.
Suited to all League and Union balls and is made to
perform even in the toughest of conditions.
A must have accessory for all
rugby teams.



YOUR
SPORT

We know our training aids are the first 
choice for football clubs, amateur and 
professional, throughout the UK.
What we often fail to stress is that the same training 
equipment and techniques are equally valid for a 

multitude of other sports that require agility, stamina, 
power and speed, including: Hockey, Cricket, Basketball, 
Netball and Squash.  
The Samba range includes ladders, hurdles, poles, 
cones, markers and much, much more. 
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TELESCOPIC BOUNDARY POLES 1.7m. Includes branded bag
4 x Yellow, 4 x Orange, 4 x Red
Product code: POST0250
The boundary poles are 1.7m long at full height and 30mm diameter.
Ideal for speed and agility exercise.
Side step and evasion training. Marking out boundaries.
Steel spiked for grass or soft surfaces, also used with weighted pole base on 
hard surfaces (see right).

SAMBA SIX SEATER 
FOLDABLE CHAIR/BENCH - 
complete with bag
Product code: BENCH200
Reinforced steel frame, only 11kg.
Ideal for all weathers - indoors and 
out, seating fabric is water repellent, 
concertina construction sets up in 
seconds, fits in car boot when folded.

HEAVY DUTY RUBBER 
BOUNDARY POLE BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1020
Bases for use on 4G Astroturf and 
other hard surfaces for extra stability 
in windy exposed locations.
Size: 24cm diameter x 28cm high.

BOUNDARY POLE BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1010
Plastic bases for use on 4G Astroturf 
and other hard surfaces.    
Size: 24cm diameter x 28cm high.

MULTI PURPOSE HEAVY DUTY 
POLE BASE
Product code: POSTBASE1040
Coming in two parts with a heavy duty 
base and insert, this product is designed 
to accept all Samba boundary poles and 
corner flag poles. They are ideal for hard 
surfaces or in windy or exposed conditions.

SAMBA FOLDING BENCH 
BAG with shoulder strap
Product code: BAG660

JUNIOR BOUNDARY POLES 1.5m
Includes bag.
Set of 12 poles: 6 x Yellow, 6 x Orange
Product code: POST0200
The boundary poles are 1.5m long
and 30mm diameter.
Ideal for speed and agility exercise.
Side step and evasion training.
Marking out boundaries.

YOUR
SPORT

CHOOSE

FOR
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SPACE MARKERS
Set of 50.
Mixed colours (10 of each 
colour) with stand
Multicoloured: CONE05

PITCH MARKER SET
Product code: CONE1300
Samba’s Pitch marker set comes complete with 4 x L Shaped and 12 x 
Rectangular bevelled edged rubber markers can be used for marking out 
coaching area’s and zones on either 4G or grass surfaces. Markers come with 
a mesh carry bag.

COLLAPSIBLE CONES 12”
Set of 4: CONE12400
Collapsible Cones 9”
Set of 4: CONE12450

FLAT MARKER SET 
(with Carry Bag)
Product code: CONE13050
Samba’s Flat marker set come in a Mixed set of 40 markers, 10 x Blue, 10 x 
Yellow, 10 x Orange and 10 x white.
Markers can be used on either 4G or grass surfaces and are useful when 
marking out coaching sessions or coaching zones. One particular advantage of 
using the flat marker is that the ball will not be deflected if it was to hit the cone.

Orange
Product code: 

Cone13200

Single colour sets available

White
Product code: 
CONE13150

Yellow
Product code: 
CONE13100

BEST
SELLER

MESH TRAINING BIBS - unbranded mesh bibs available in 8 
colours and 4 sizes: Extra Small, Small, Medium and Large.
Hardwearing, lightweight 100% polyester mesh, print friendly, solid colour with 
black trim, designed for maximum freedom of movement.
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 34

Blue
Product code: 
CONE13160

MULTI SPORTS

FLAT DISC MARKERS Mixed colours set of 10 (2 of each colour)
Product code: CONE1101
Set of 10 Flat Disc Markers 8” diameter non slip multi coloured discs, also 
available in sets of 10 all white. Ideal for teaching positioning skills for sports 
and athletic activities. The discs can be used to designate and mark distances. 
Features:
Indoor or outdoor use
Teaching positional skills
Sports and Athletic activities
Alternative to cones in windy conditions
All White
Multi-coloured
9” Diameter
Non - Slip

FLAT DISC MARKERS All white
Set of 10: CONE1100

6” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Yellow
Product Code: HURDLE1060

9” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Red
Product Code: HURDLE1090

12” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Blue
Product Code: HURDLE1120

15” HURDLE Set of 6
Colour: Orange.
Product Code: HURDLE1150

SAMBA 4M FLAT PROFILE NON-SLIP SPEED LADDER
Product code: LADDER0010
Non-slip fixed rung 4m speed ladder with bag suitable for use on all surfaces.

6ft 1 pair.
Product code: POP1080
Size: 6’ wide x 43’’ high.

4ft 1 pair.
Product code: POP1070
Size: 4’ wide x 34’’ high.

4ft SQUARE - 1 pair.
Product code: POP1090
Size: 4’ wide x 34’’ high.

SINGLE-USE INSTANT ICE PACK
Product code: ICEPACK25
Sold singular

PRO REBOUNDER
Product code: REBOUND010
Size: 95 x 95cm
Samba Pro Rebounder 95cm x 
95cm. Adjustable action to alter the 
angle of the return ball. Ideal for 
goalkeeper coaching, first touch and 
control practice. Set up and taken 
down in seconds. Stores flat.

REFEREES
METAL WHISTLE
Product code: WHISTLE01

REFEREES LARGE
PLASTIC WHISTLE
Product code: WHISTLE10

DIGITAL STOPWATCH - 
1/1000 of a second
Product code: STOPWATCH
Digital Stopwatch - Sport timer with 
alarm, chronograph, 1/100 sec, lap 
& split control.
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 59

CAPTAINS ARMBANDS
Junior and Senior
FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 59

HANDHELD REBOUNDER 
(SMALL)
Product code: REBOUND020
Size: 50 x 50cm
Samba Handheld Rebounders are 
great portable rebounders that are 
excellent for outfield and goalkeeper 
coaching.

Samba Pop-up goals are excellent training goals and ideal 
for small sided games, practice sessions or tournaments. 
Reflective tape applied to the arc to highlight the goal 
under floodlights.
They fold up flat, are easy to carry. They are supplied 
with anchoring pegs attached and are quick to setup and 
breakdown. Carrying case included. 

SAMBA POP-UP GOALS

SAMBA 10’ x 6’ HOCKEY GOAL.
Product code: G13
Size: 10’ wide x 6’ high x 4’ 2” deep.
Weight: 15kg.
Includes carry bag.
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All prices and specifications are correct at the time of publication.
However, Samba reserves the right to alter prices and specifications without prior notice.


